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Introducing Ib Kofod-Larsen’s majestic chair design
to a modern audience.

The Elizabeth Chair is one that requires very little 
introduction. Arguably Ib Kofod Larsen’s most iconic 
design, it was designed in 1956 and went under the more 
common name, U-56. It was not until Queen Elizabeth II 
purchased a pair during a visit to Copenhagen in 1962 
that it became known as the Elizabeth Chair.

Well-proportioned and well designed, the Elizabeth 
Chair is an outstanding example of Danish Modern 
furniture design, profiling a majestic elegance that 
underpins its royal name. Its sculpted armrests and 
leather-upholstered low seat and sleigh-like back offer 
reclining comfort. The chair’s slender silhouette, shaped 
from wood using traditional craftsmanship techniques, 
is a testament to the ingenuity of Kofod-Larsen’s 
mind. Audo’s relaunched Elizabeth Chair is a reverent 
iteration of the original design, offered in natural oak or 
walnut and dressed in soft leather in a choice of several 
timeless colours.

About The Designers

Architect Ib Kofod-Larsen (1921-2003) had a successful 
career in the 1950s and 1960s when Danish design was 
flourishing across the world, transforming the simple 
and straightforward into unusually elegant furniture.

He had an exceptional understanding of materials and 
an eye for the potential of the wood and the quality of 
the raw materials he used. His furniture is sophisticated 
and well-proportioned with beautiful silhouettes and 
sculptural, organic lines and curves.

Today he is called one of the most underrated – but 
most exciting – names on the Danish design scene. And 
one of the greatest design brains Denmark ever had.
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PRODUCT TYPE
Lounge chair & Ottoman

ENVIRONMENT
Indoor

DIMENSIONS

Lounge Chair
H: 72 cm / 28,3”
SH: 37 cm / 14,5”
AH: 57 cm / 22,4”
W: 72 cm / 28,3”
D: 77 cm / 30,3”

Ottoman
H: 36 cm / 14,1”
W: 57 cm / 22,4”
D: 42 cm / 16,5”

COLOUR

Seat
Dependent upon selected upholstery

Base
Natural oiled oak  
Oiled walnut

MATERIALS
Oak or walnut, plastic, steel, solid beech, 
plywood, foam, felt, quilt foam, pocket 
springs, rubber.
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ABOUT DESIGN HOLDING ABOUT AUDO COPENHAGEN

designholding.com audocph.com

Audo Copenhagen is a luxury source for high-end design  
furniture, lighting and accessories reflecting Danish heritage  

and a contemporary, global outlook. 

The brand actively partners with leading architects and interior 
designers from around the world including Norm Architects,  

Colin King and Danielle Siggerud and stewards iconic designs 
including the timeless Kubus collection by architect Mogens  

Lassen, The Tired Man by Flemming Lassen and the  
Plinth Collection by Norm Architects.

Design Holding is a global leader in high-end design with a cultural
heritage of European origin, characterised by multi-channel distribution

and diversified product categories. Guided by the purpose ‘We design
for a beautiful life’, the Group designs for the planet, people, and culture.
The Group includes Flos, B&B Italia, Louis Poulsen, Maxalto, Arclinea,

Azucena, FENDI Casa, Lumens and Audo Copenhagen.

Design Holding’s catalogue features iconic objects designed
by world-famous designers such as Achille and Pier Giacomo Castiglioni,
Tobia Scarpa, Luigi Caccia Dominioni, Poul Henningsen, Arne Jacobsen,

Antonio Citterio, Gaetano Pesce, Philippe Starck, Piero Lissoni, Konstantin
Grcic, Jasper Morrison, Patricia Urquiola, Michael Anastassiades
and many others. Design Holding is jointly owned by the global

investment firms Investindustrial and Carlyle.


